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Weekly Ridership Update
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*Deployed Modified Enhanced-Sunday Schedule on 04/19/20
**Deployed June Bi-Annual Shake-up on 6/21/20
***Added 35 trips on 7/27/20
December 2020 Service Changes on 12/13/20
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COVID 19 Updates

• Confirmed Cases: 1,084 (798 employees and 286 contractors)
• Confirmed Deaths: 3 (2 employees and 1 contractor)

Workforce Update As of December 31, 2020

• Metro continues to require customers and employees to wear masks/face
coverings and/or PPE

• Employees must continue to conduct Symptom Self-Checks, utilize PPE &
barriers

• Over 240 emergency clean-ups completed at Divisions/Locations with
confirmed cases, exposed persons, and/or persons exhibiting COVID
symptoms

PPE Update
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December 2020
Service Change Implementation

Fixed Route Ridership and Load Factors (Week One ending 12/19/20)
• Ridership: Weekdays up 0.7%, Saturday down 0.1%, Sunday down 2% compared to week before the changes
• Load Factors: On average, Weekdays 1.3%, Saturday 4%, Sunday 1.9% of trips’ maximum loads exceed 75% of seated load

target.
• Weekdays has improved for this metric
• Only Saturday is above the 2% target for this metric (Board Motion 10.1)

COVID Impacts
• Bus operations impacted by COVID cases among bus operators ill, quarantining, or caring for family members
• Resulting significant service cancellations each day can cause crowding and long gaps in service

Customer Feedback
• Approximately twenty comments received through Customer Call Center so far. Concerns focused on:

• Lines cancelled
• Stops discontinued
• Removal of Metro Rapid service

Staff will continue to monitor service and feedback to determine if any adjustments are needed



Metro Micro Update –Zones 1 & 2
Metro launched its new on-demand ridesharing service Metro Micro on Sunday,

December 13. Metro Micro is currently available in two zones,
the Watts/Willowbrook and LAX/Inglewood areas.

Metro Micro uses vehicles operated by Metro in designated service zones in Los
Angeles County. The service is designed to be a part of our existing transit system
and to make it easier to get around in communities where it can be challenging
for Metro to run fixed-route buses.

Since the Metro Micro Launch:
 Over 1,200 downloads of the Metro Micro application

 20% of rides were booked through Metro’s call center

 Rides have had an average wait time of 7:26

 Average rating: 4.77/5
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Metro Recovery Task Force Releases
Draft Final Report & Recommendations

 The recommendations are ambitious and were designed to result in meaningful change that improves
the quality of life for all L.A. County residents.

Metro is seeking public input on these 17 recommendations. A copy of the report and the survey on the
Task Force’s recommendations are at metro.net/projects/recovery-task-force. The comment period has
been extended to February 8, 2021.

 The 17 final recommendations include proposals to improve mobility and to pay for these
improvements. Many expand upon actions that Metro and its stakeholders are already pursuing.
Recommendations also draw upon global best practices in line with Metro’s mission of providing world
class transportation. Some of the recommendations include:
 Gather more comprehensive data on equity and travel patterns to better understand where people are going and

when. This kind of travel data helped shape our recent NextGen Plan.

 Improve public engagement and strengthen rider voices so that Metro can quickly target and fix common issues.

 Fully-integrate transit in L.A. County in which there is a standard fare (or maybe no fare) across our county’s
transit systems and there are easy transfers between all transit systems.
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I-710 Corridor-Wide Virtual
Community Meeting

Join Metro on Wednesday, January 20 at 5pm for a virtual community meeting to discuss key updates on
the I-710 Corridor Project.

Learn the latest on the project from Metro Project Managers:
Update on the Final Environmental Documents

Update on the Clean Trucks Program

Overview of the Early Action Program

Overview of local hiring considerations

Due to the current COVID-19 crisis, this meeting will be conducted virtually using an online meeting
platform.

Zoom Webinar: https://zoom.us/j/93106874529?pwd=Z0FoUkhnbzFNa0xXaXJjdFlsK3MrUT09
Passcode: 310771
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Rail to River Segment B Meeting
 The Active Transportation Rail to River Corridor Project is a single pedestrian and bicycle corridor

composed of two distinct segments, each in a different phase of development. Segment A is the Rail to
Rail component and Segment B is the Rail to River component. Together, they will form one path,
stretching from South Los Angeles to the Los Angeles River.

 Segment B connects the Metro A (Blue) Line east to the Los Angeles River. With community and
stakeholder input, the Metro Board of Directors approved the Randolph Street Alternative as the Locally
Preferred Alternative (LPA). With Randolph Street as the LPA, Segment B will span 4.3 miles in length,
continuing from the east-end of Segment A at the Metro Blue Line to the Los Angeles River.

 Segment B is entering the Environmental Clearance and Preliminary Engineering phase:
 A virtual meeting to discuss this process will be held on Thursday, February 11 from 6pm-8p. Translation will be

provided. The link to the virtual Zoom meeting will be posted on the project website at
www.metro.net/projects/r2r/
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Regional Connector artist seeks memories of riding
the Pacific Electric streetcars

Metro-commissioned artist Mark Steven Greenfield has created a site-
specific artwork for the Regional Connector Transit Project that pays
homage to the Pacific Electric Railway streetcar. Fondly known as the
Red Car, the streetcars were popular and ubiquitous across Southern
California from the early 1900s until the early ’60s.

Detail of Metro-commissioned artist Mark Steven
Greenfield’s glass mosaic artwork, “Red Car Requiem,”
created for the future Historic Broadway Station

 In collaboration with his alma mater, Cal State LA, Mark Steven
Greenfield is seeking the stories from the last generation of Red
Car riders. Participate is sought by taking his survey at
calstatela.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_8ADsVSFYIXaWB81.

 Deadline to respond is 5 p.m. on February 1, 2021.
 Responses may inspire a virtual story-sharing conversation with the

artist and will be archived in the LA Metro Dorothy Peyton Gray
Transportation Library and Archive.

 The stories shared through the survey will be available to the
public, Metro staff, urban planners, community organizers and
historians now and in the future.


